THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

PET INJURY COLLISION COVERAGE

With this endorsement, the policy is amended to provide Pet Injury Collision Coverage.

Coverage is subject to all terms and conditions of the policy, except as changed by this endorsement.

PET INJURY COLLISION COVERAGE

If you have Collision coverage, as shown in the Declarations, we will reimburse you for reasonable expenses as determined by us, up to $500 for injury to your or a “family member’s” dog or cat. The following expenses are covered:

1. Necessary veterinary expenses, including medicines; and
2. The cost to replace your dog or cat (with a similar dog or cat), if injury results in death.

The most we will pay is $500 per occurrence for all expenses regardless of the number of dogs and cats involved.

Coverage is subject to the following conditions:

1. It applies only to a dog or cat owned by you or a “family member”.
2. It applies only if the dog or cat is injured while inside “your covered auto” at the time of a covered “collision” loss.
3. Our obligation to pay for an injury under this coverage has no effect on any other policy that you have with us.

No deductible applies to any payment made under this endorsement.

This endorsement applies as stated in the policy Declarations.

This endorsement is issued by the company shown in the Declarations as the issuing company.